ITINERARY || LAS VEGAS

SELF GUIDED

LAS VEGAS 3-DAY SELF GUIDED TOUR
This Las Vegas / Death Valley Motorcycle Tour is packed with three days of excellent motorcycle
riding and adventure. You will experience everything from climbing on a Harley and riding
through the glitz and glamour of “Sin City” Las Vegas, Nevada to spending a day touring through
the “Hottest Place on Earth” at Death Valley. Before your journey is over you will have toured
along the “Heart of the Old Route 66” in Kingman and over the man-made Hoover Dam. This
tour offers fun and excitement for all motorcycle travel enthusiasts.

DAY 1
You are leaving the glitter of Las Vegas and are in for a very challenging ride into Death Valley,
the hottest place on earth! Ride up to Pahrump and at Death Valley Junction pick up Hwy 190,
which leads across Death Valley. The road here is a lonely stretch, just rolling desert, the
absence of life echoes around you. Overnight in Furnace Creek and enjoy below-sea-levelluxury.

DAY 2
Ride back to Death Valley Junction and pick up Hwy 127, which will take you all the way down
to Baker. Continue across Mojave National Preserve and then head over to Needles. You cross
the Colorado River and enter the state of Arizona. I-40 will take you all the way into Kingman,
the “Heart of Old Route 66”. Overnight.

DAY 3
From Kingman take Hwy 93 and head north toward Hoover Dam, one of the largest man-made
lakes in the United States and one of the highest concrete dams ever constructed. Visit Lake
Mead and return into Las Vegas, where you return your motorcycle.
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Tour package includes motorcycle rental, unlimited miles, accommodation, all taxes and surcharges, helmets for rider and passenger (limited in
number and sizes), basic liability insurance. Optional insurance and additional hotel night before or after the tour are available upon request.

